
The Replacement of /~/ and IiI in the English
Pronunciation of Names1

A. R. DUNLAP

IN THE ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION of a number of geographical and per-
sonal names, when a weakly stressed syllable containing la I or /il comes
under greater stress, whether for reasons of rhythmical alternation, reces-
sion of primary stress, or whatever, the quality of the vowel often changes
in the newly stressed syllable.2 It has been known, of course, at least
since the time Verner's Law was formulated that shifts in stress cause
qualitative changes in the vowels involved, and every student of the
history of the language has noticed the vowel gradation in a series like
photograph /ow, a, re/, photographer la, 0, a/, photographic low, a, re/. It
seems worthwhile to continue the study of this phenomenon, however,
in order to gain a better understanding of the extent to which proper
names are affected, and in the process to determine further the extent
to which by examining the nature of the syllables involved, whether in
proper names or not, we can generalize about the quality of the newly
stressed vowel.3 Also by noting the extent to which words that are not
names are subject to the same sort of vowel gradation, we can have a
better idea about how "regular" this particular kind of sound change is
in proper names.4

1 It is a privilege for me to be one of those to contribute to this Festschrift in honor of
my colleague and friend, Professor Margaret Bryant. She has added in substantial ways
to our knowledge of the English language through her scholarship and writings, and her
work in support of the American Name Society and the American Dialect Society has
been and continues to be of inestimable value.

2 The designation "newly stressed" syllable is used for convenience, but in some in-
stances is not accurate, strictly speaking, since the pronunciation of the variant with the
stressed syllable may be older than the variant with /a/ or /i/ (cf. Bakewell Bakewell
fa ef) or may be at least partially accounted for by other factors, such as dialectal differ-
ences between British and American English (cf. Asbury .Asbury /a ef) or the Anglicani-
zation of non-native words (cf. Beaumont Beaumont /a af).

a The subjects of stress change and vowel reduction have been treated by various
authors. Particular attention is called to W. Nelson Francis, The Structure of American
English (New York, 1954), pp.217-18, and to Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle, The
Sound Pattern of English (New York, 1968), p. 59:ff. ("English Phonology").

4 In order to underscore the regularity of the various patterns, care has been taken
to give a fair number of nonstandard variants, both of names and non-names.
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In the analysis which follows, the examples given for each of the four
categories are not meant, of course, to be exhaustive, and the pronuncia-
tions given are selective, since some variants would be irrelevant to our
present concern. Unless otherwise indicated, the proper names and their
pronunciations are taken from the supplelnentary pages of Webster's New
International Dictionary of the English Language, Second Edition,5 sub-
sequently called W2, either from the "Pronouncing Gazetteer" or from
the "Pronouncing Biographical Dictionary." The other two most fre-
quently cited sources for the pronunciation of proper names are, respec-
tively, John S. Kenyon and Thomas A. Knott, A Pronouncing Dictionary
of American English6 and "A Pronouncing Vocabulary of Common Eng-
lish Given Names" in Webster's New Oollegiate Dictionary,7 referred to
subsequently as XX and W6• Unless otherwise indicated, words from
the general vocabulary, i. e., words that are not proper names, are taken
from Kenyon and Knott, A Pronouncing Dictionary of American English.
It should be noted that the phonemic symbols used represent the present
author's understanding of the various phonetic symbols used in the several
sources. The reader should also realize that the different methods of
indicating stress have been standardized and that secondary and tertiary
stress marks have been silently supplied when they seem called for by
the pronunciation evidence in the sources.8

la e/
/a a/
/i el
la e/
fa a/
la e/
la al
la el
la al
la12 reI
la il

I. Let us consider first the type of non-monosyllabic word in which
the syllable containing la I or Iii is closed. The vowel of the newly stressed
syllable appears usually to be of the checked variety, i.e., one followed
immediately by a consonant in the same syllable. (English checked vowels
are Ii, e, 00, a, u/. In most American dialects, 101 also belongs in this list;
in standard British, 10 1.)9 Examples of checked vowels in newly stressed
syllables are as follows:
Adelbert AdlHbertl°
Arbuthnot Arbuthnot
Armstead Armstead
Asburyll Asbury (Park)
Audubon Audubon
Bakewell Bakewell
Beaumont Beaumont
Blackwell Blackwell
Breitmann Breitmann
Buckingham Buckingham
Cartersville Cartersvi.lle

Cathcart Cathcart la af
Celestine CeIestine13 la e/
Chillon Chill6n14 la a/
Colchester Colchester Ii e/
Cromwell Cromwell /a el
Delaware Delaware /a15 re/
Dorchester Dorchester /i e/
Friesland Friesland /a re/
Lancaster Lancaster / a relG/
Macbeth Macbeth17 /a ref
Newark (N.J.) Newark18 (Del.) /a al
Trafalgar Trafalgar Ia19 rei

5 Ed. William Allan Neilson, et al., Springfield, Mass., 1957 (orig. pub. 1934).
GSpringfield, Mass., 1953. 7 Springfield, Mass., 1961.
8 E. g., W 2 includes the pronunciations Audubon lal and Brisbane ley/without indi-

cating secondary stress, even though the 0 and the a would probably have the value of /a/
if entirely unstressed.
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Words of this sort from the general vocabulary include the following:
absent absent /a e/ excIse excise /i e/
accent accent /a ref expert expert Ii el
eczema eczema/i e/ moral morale Ia re/

la ey/
Ii ayl
/i ay/
/a26 owl
/i iyj
la iy/
/i ay,iy/

Brisbane
CaroHne24

Celestine25

Elphinstone
Maurice27

New Orleans28

R6saHne29

On the other hand, the vowel may sometimes be of the free variety,
i.e., a vowel (or diphthong) which is free to occur under either of the
following conditions: (1) it is succeeded immediately by a consonant in
the same syllable, or (2) it concludes its syllable. Vowels (and diphthongs)
not of the checked variety are free.20 Examples of free vowels in newly
stressed closed syllables are as follows:
Adeline Adeline21 Ii ay, iy I Brisbane
AIleyn AlIeyn Ii iy I Caroline
Archibald Archibald22 la owl Celestine
Augustine August~ne Ii iy I Elphinstone
Baltimore Baltimore la23 owl Maurice
Blackstone Blackstone la owl New Orleans

R6saline

9 Hans Kurath and Raven 1. McDavid, Jr., The Pronunciation of English in the Atlantic
States (Ann Arbor, 1961), pp. 3-4, 5-8. Also see Hans Kurath, A Phonology and Prosody
of Modern English (Ann Arbor, 1964), pp. 17-30.

10 W 6; cf. the pronunciation listed under "III," below.
11 W2 further gives /0/ as a variant for the family name. There are many names end-

ing in -bury, of course. W2 gives, among others, the following: Atterbury Atterbury /a,0e/;
Aylesbury Aylesbury /a,0 e/; Canterbury Canterbury la,0 e/; Danbury (Conn.) Danbury
la e/; Enderbury (Phoenix Is.) Enderbury la ef; Fairbury (Neb.) Fairbury (a ef; Glaston-
bury Glastonbury /a,0 e/; Hawkesbury (river, Australia) Hawkesbury la,0 e/.

12 W2 marks this pronunciation "Brit." Other names with -ham fit this pattern, so
that no additional examples need be given here. Interestingly, W 2 gives no secondary stress
in the lre/ variant, although W3 does.

13 W6•

14 W 2 marks both pronunciations "Ang!'''
15 Heard by ARD. Native Delawarians often, if not always, prefer lal, while others

usually say lre/.
16 W2 marks this pronunciation "in U.S."
17 KK.
18 Heard by ARD. The city in Delaware is thus distinguished by Delawarians, although

usually not by other people, from the city in New Jersey.
19 Daniel Jones, English Pronouncing Dictionary (London, 1946), gives this as an archaio

pronunciation. Cf. Otto Jespersen, A Modern English Grammar, I, 5.43.
20 Kurath and McDavid (see n. 9, above).
21 W6•

22 W6•

23 W 2 marks this pronunciation "locally."
24 W6•

25 W6•

26 W 2 marks this pronunciation "Brit."
27 W6•

28 W 2 calls the first pronunciation local, the second nonlooal. 29 W 6.
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Words from the general vocabulary include domicile d6micHe30 Ii ay I;
human humane /a ey /; separate separate /i ey /. In other words, either
checked or free vowels may be expected to appear in newly stressed closed
syllables.

II A. Let us now move to the other end of the scale and consider the
non-monosyllabic type of word whose final unstressed syllable is the
vowel which may come under stress. Here the newly stressed vowel is
necessarily of the free variety, of course, since no consonant follows. All
of the words of this type listed here have Ia 1,31 and the variant usually
has ley /, although sometimes /a/, /0/, or low/. Examples are as follows:
Africa Mrica32 Ia eyI Kiowa I(iowa37 Ia ey/
Arkansas Arkansas /a 033/ Mantua (Ohio) Mantua /a (w)ey38)

Chicago Chicago la34 owl Nashua Nashua39 la (w)eyl
Chippewa Chippewa35 la o,ey/ Ohio Ohio /a40 owl
Iowa Iowa la ey361 *Skam6kawa Skam6kawa41 la eyl

li+a
ay+ey431
Ii eyl

CalifornU~

Lafayette44Lafayette

Calif6rniaIi ayl

Ii ay/

Aria

AriusArius

II B. A comparable set of words has /i/42 - not in final position -
but standing immediately before another vowel. Here the change is usu-
ally to lay /.
Aria

30 Jespersen, I, 5.74; cf. Jones. (See n. 19, above.)
31 Not listed are words like alkali alkali li(y) ayl and prophecy prophecy li(y) ayl

with a final vowel sound which some scholars treat as Iii but which may also be treated
as liy/.

32 Africa rimes with away in Robert Browning's "Home Thoughts, from the Sea"; cf.
the riming of America with stay in a song in Chapter 2 of Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as
a Young Man, and with decay in a song in Brendan Behan's Island (New York, 1962), p.12.

33 Mute final -s through French influence; cf. Jespersen, I, 14.72 (see n. 19, above).
34 Heard by ARD. Also in KK.
35 KK. Also spelled Ohippawa, Ohippeway.
36 Also 10/; cf. F. L. Mott, "Pronunciation of 'Iowa'," Palimpsest, 38 (1957), 100--05.
37 Also spelled K ioway.
38 Nonstandard; heard by ARD.
39 KK.
40 Heard by ARD. Ohioans often say la!; others often say low/.
U H. A. Rundell, Washington Names: A Pronunciation Guide (Pullman, Wash., n.d.),

2nd ed., p. 64. The first pronunciation is assumed.
42 The sound in the following examples tends towards /iy / in the speech of many

speakers. (Cf. n. 31, above.) Doubtful examples, not listed, are S6phia Sophia li( 1) ayJ;
Vienna VMnna li( 1) ay,iy/ (see F. G. Cassidy, Place-names of Dane Oounty, Wisconsin
[Greensboro, N.C., 1947], p.236; cf. D. E. Brown and F. E. Schooley, Pronunciation
Guide for Illinois Place Names [Urbana, 1957], p. 9); Viola Vi6la li( 1) ayl (the second
pronunciation given in KK, the first heard by ARD).

43 Heard by ARD. Nonstandard; humorous. Likewise, Pennsylvania. These words
are also examples of II A.

U Cf. the pronunciations listed under "III" and "IV," below.



/i iy/
/i ay46,iy/
Ii ay47,iy/
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Words from the general vocabulary include the following:
elegiac elegiac /i ay / pianist pianist
gladi6la gladiola /i ay / piano plano
pe6ny peony45 /i ay,iy/ piazza piazza

Somewhere between the extreme ends of the scale falls a set of non-
monosyllabic words in which la I or IiI is followed by a consonant (or
consonant cluster) and a vowel. Here, with shift of stress, we have two
possibilities. First, the consonant (or the first element of a consonant
cluster) which was part of the originally stressed syllable may be treated
as part of the newly stressed syllable, in which case the new vowel will
be of the checked variety. Secondly, the consonant (or consonant cluster)
which was part of the originally stressed syllable may remain as part of
that syllable, in which case the new vowel will be of the free variety.

III. The following names belong to the first category - i. e., with con-
sonant as part of the newly stressed syllable with checked vowel:
Adelbert .Adelbert48 /a ref (Mount) Desert Desert56 /i e/
Allne .Aline49 /a ref Fatima Fatima /a5! ref
Aria .Aria /a re/ Gerard Gerard /a e581
Arius .Arius /a ref Janet Janet59 /a ref
Baruch Baruch /a a50/ Lafayette Lafayette60 /a ref
Carew Carew51 /a e/ Madrid Madrid61 /a re/
Caribbean Caribbean52 /a i/ Maurice Maurice62 /a a/
Chagrin (Falls) Chagrin /a re53/ Methuen Methuen63 /a e/
Chi1l6n Chillon54 /a i/ M6ntague Monwgue64 /a ref
Colleen Colleen55 /a a/ Pamela Pamela65 la ref

45 Harold Wentworth, American Dialect Dictionary (New York, 1944), p.449. Here-
after, ADD. 46 Nonstandard; humorous. Cf. ADD, p. 452.

47 Nonstandard; humorous. Cf. ADD, pp. 600-01, under stoop.
48 W 6; cf. the pronunciation listed under "I," above.
49 W6•

50 W 2 marks this variant "his own pron."
51 KK; cf. the pronunciation listed under "IV," below.
52 KK..
53KK. calls this pronunciation local (1) and also gives a lui variant( 1) as a local

pronunciation.
S' KK..
55 W6•

56 KK.
57 W2 marks this pronunciation "U.S."
58 W 6 marks this pronunciation "esp. Brit."
59 W6•

60 Cf. the pronunciation listed under "II B," above, and "IV," below.
61 KK.
62 W6•

63 KK.
6' D. G. Picinich, A Pronunciation Guide to Missouri Place Names (Columbia, Missouri,

1951), p. 23. 65 W6•
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/a i/
/FO e/
/a 00/
/i e/
/a e71/

/i e/
/i e/
/i e72

/

/i e/
/a e73

/

garage
hegira
hello

empyreal
enema

presage
recondite
recruit
referable
shellac

presage
recondite
recruit
referable
shellac

garage
hegira
hello

enema
empyreal/a 0066/

/a 00/
/a 00/
/a 00/
/a 0067/

/a e/
/a e68/

/i e69/

/i e/

abyss
address
adult
ally
astute
beret
cement
debacle
decadent

A very large number of other words suggest themselves, including the
following:
abyss
address
adult
ally
astute
beret
cement
debacle
decadent

Hiroshima83 Ii iy I
Imnaha Ia owI
Japan84 la ey/
Lafayette85 /a eyl
Latrobe86 /a ey/
Lemay87 /i iy I
Leroy88 /a iy/
Malay89 /a ey/
Manan /a ey90/
Mauric~1 /aowl
Mercedes92 la iy,eyl
Milan93(U.S.A.) /i ayI
Quebec94 /i iyI
Th6reau95 /a owl

IV. The following names belong to the second category, i.e., with
consonant remaining as part of the originally stressed syllable and with
a free vowel in the newly stressed syllable:
Azores Azores /a ey/ Hiroshima
Bedel BedeF4 /a iy/ Imnaha
Berowne Biron75 /i ay/ Japan
Bethune Bethune76 /a iy I Lafayette
Byzantium Byzantium /i ay I Latrobe
Carew carew la ey77I Lemay
Crimea Crimea Ii ay / Leroy
Detroit Detroit78 Ii iy I Malay
Eniwetok Eniwetok la iy/ (Grand) Manan
Eniwetok Eniwetok IP9 iy I Maurice
enough Enough80 Ii iy / Mercedes
Fremont Fremont81 /i iy / Milan
Freneau (N.J.) Freneau /i iy821 Quebec

Thoreau

66Nonstandard; heard by ARD.
67Nonstandard; heard by ARD.
68 W2, p.lxii; cf. the pronunciation listed under "IV," below.
69Nonstandard; heard by ARD.
70Jones (see n. 19, above); cf. W2, p.1xv.
71 Cf. ADD, p. 286; and note that other checked vowels are also likely to appear in

this word with shift of stress.
72Nonstandard; heard by ARD.
73 Jones (see n. 19, above); cf. W2, p.lxxv.
74 KK..
75 KK..
76 KK..
77 KK.; cf. the pronunciation listed under "III," above.
78 ADD, p. 160.
79 W 2 indicates that this is the popular pronunciation.
80Picinich (see n. 64, above), p. 16.
81 KK..
82 Heard by T. M. Pearce, but not, one would judge, from the lips of a dweller in this

New Jersey community or its environs; see Western Folklore, X, 73. In the same place,
the pronunciation /iymas/ is recorded by Professor Pearce for Emmaus, Pa.
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Similarly, many ordinary words belong to this category, including the
following:
acumen acumen /a ey96/ event eventl04 /i iy/
cadet cadet97 /a ey/ giraffe giraffe /a ayl05/
cement cement98 /a iy/ guitar guitarl06 /i iy/
cigar cigar99 /i iy/ harangue harangue /a eyl07/
cretonne cretonne /i iy/ migrane migrane /i ay/
debate debatelOO /i iy/ parade parade /a iyl08/
decline decline /i iylOl/ pecan pecan /i iy/
defile defile /i iy/ recall recall /i iy/
dependent dependentl°2 /i iy/ recess recess /i iy/
detail detail /i iy/ research research /i iy/
detour detour /i iy/ resource resource /i iy/
divan divan /i ay/ taboo taboo /a eyl09/
diverse diverse /a ay/ trachea trachea /a ey/
equator equatorl03 /i iy/ traduce traduce /a ey110/

vagary vagarylll /a ey/

Occasionally, a word is accorded both of the immediately preceding treat-
ments: its newly stressed syllable may claim the consonant after the

83 W2 marks both pronunciations "Ang!'''
84 Picinich (see n. 64, above), p. 19.
85 Cf. the pronunciations listed under "II B" and "III," above.
86 ADD, p. 497.
87 Picinich (see n. 64, above), p. 21.
88 W6•

89 KK..
90 Nonstandard; heard by ARD.
91 W6•

92 W6•

93 KK.
94 ADD, p. 497.
95 KK..
96 Nonstandard; heard by ARD.
97 ADD, p. 89.
98 ADD, p. 103; cf. Jespersen (see n. 19, above), I, 5.73. Cf. the pronunciation listed

under "III," above.
99 ADD, p. 541.
100 ADD, p. 497.
101Nonstandard; heard by ARD.
102 ADD, p. 497.
103ADD, p. 497.
104G. W. Gray and C. M. Wise, The Bases 01 Speech (New York, 1959), p. 292.
105Nonstandard; humorous.
106 ADD, p. 269.
107Nonstandard; heard by ARD.
lOSNonstandard; humorous.
109Nonstandard; heard by ARD.
110Nonstandard; heard by ARD.
111Jones (see n. 19, above).
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vowel and thus have a checked vowel, and the newly stressed syllable
of a variant pronunciation may not claim the consonant and thus have a
free vowel. Examples are banal banal la 001 or la eyI; depot depot liU2 e/
or Ii iy I.

In sum, the evidence assembled suggests that at least within the limits
of consideration defined in this paper the English pronunciation of geo-
graphical and personal names conforms to general patterns to be observed
in more common words and that these patterns can to some extent be
defined. It is difficult to know whether we should conclude that the nature
of the newly stressed vowel depends on the presence or absence of a
checking consonant or that the existence of a checking consonant de-
pends on the nature of the stressed vowel, but the two matters do seem
related. More specifically, when la I and Iii in closed syllables come under
stress, the newly stressed vowel will be from anywhere in the spectrum
of checked and free vowels (I). In open syllables, on the other hand, lal
and Iii are replaced by free vowels when the vowel in question ends a
word (II A) or is prevocalic (II B). Finally, when lal and Iii are followed
by a consonant (or consonant cluster) and then a vowel, a checked vowel
will appear in the newly stressed syllable if the consonant (or the first
element of a consonant cluster) is treated as part of that syllable (III),
but a free vowel will appear if the consonant in question maintains its
position as part of the originally stressed syllable (IV).

It has not been our concern here so much to account for the variations
as to present and describe them. The reasons for the variations, however,
are doubtless multiple and should continue to be investigated. Some
dual pronunciations probably result from the retention in current speech
of older pronunciations with the stress unmoved beside the new forms
with shifted stress. Other variations seem to result from idiolectal differ-
ences when individual speakers syllabize words differently, some using a
pronunciation with a checked vowel, some with a free. It may well be
that still other variations are to be accounted for by dialectal differences.
Additional evidence might profitably be sought by both social and regional
dialectologists.u3

University of Delaware

112 Jespersen (see n. 19, above), I, 14.22; cf. W2, p.lxiv.
113 I wish to acknowledge with thanks the considerable help given to me by Professor

W. Bruce Finnie during the final stages of preparing this paper.


